Fall Mums,
Farms & Market
Visit family –run farms and markets in the rolling hills of
Southeast Indiana during an off the beaten path Fall
adventure. Meet a friendly herd of alpaca, tour a
greenhouse, visit an orchard and find locally made
specialty foods and fresh produce.
Tour the greenhouses at McCabes Greenhouse & Floral
in Lawrenceburg, and enjoy a “Fall Mum Decorating”
demonstration or harvest sunflowers for a hands-on
arrangement. Shop for gifts and home & garden
accessories and sample freshly made fudge. Hands-on
floral projects are also available.
Mt. Tabor Alpaca Farm outside of Aurora is a popular
agritourism spot home to a large herd of alpacas, the
gentle animals prized for the super-soft fiber. Enjoy a
special behind-the-scenes tour of the farm, feed the
alpaca some carrot snacks and learn more about these
magnificent animals. Shop for alpaca fiber yarn, gloves,
scarves, socks and stuffed toys.
Visit the working feed mill of Aurora Farm & Garden
within Aurora’s historic downtown. Started in the late
1800s as a flour mill, the mill now provides wild bird
and animal feed and supplies. Tour the mill and take
home a packet of wild bird seed blended on site.

Engage all the senses at Greystone Family Farm in
Lawrenceburg. Enjoy fresh made lemonade and
cookies served on quilt-covered tables while learning
about bees and honey from a local master beekeeper.
Enjoy a honey tasting and learn about the family
residence, a former one-room log cabin school and
outbuildings.
Nothing says Fall like a trip to the orchard! Visit
Beiersdorfer Orchard in Guildord and explore the market
store’s selection of jams, butters, mixes and fresh fruit.
Learn how this commercial orchard makes cider, enjoy a
cider sample and take home a 3-pound bag of freshpicked apples
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